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The generic properties and characteristics of once-through thorium (OTT)
cycles have been described elsewhere1 2. For completeness, I reiterate:

1) OTT cycles are a subset of the family of low enriched uranium (LEU) cycles;

2) In a OTT fuel cycle, bundles of LEU fuel and pure thorium (as ThO
^
) are

separately fed to the reactor, each at some specified but different feed rate ;

3) The feed rates are chosen to reflect the economic exigencies of the moment
with respect to the cost of uranium, thorium, enrichment, fabrication, etc.,
thereby introducing an element of flexibility shared by no other fuel cycle;

4) In general, it is possible to find a ratio of feed rates that either
minimizes or equalizes costs and resource utilization vis-a-vis LEU fuel
cycles using the same economic constraints;

5) The economics do not require that the spent fuel be reprocessed ;

6) A stockpile of U
about five times more concentrated, should provide cheaper recycle fuel if
reprocessing ever does occur3 ;

23 3, rather than fissile plutonium is created which, being

7) The thorium fuel must be irradiated to either extreme burnups (-100 GWd/Mg
for OTT-throwaway) to obtain minimal fuelling costs, or to large but more
attainable burnups (45-70 GWd/Mg OTT-low burnup throwaway) with minimal cost
penalty;
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9) Practical methods of managing the fuelling strategy for such a reactor
have not yet been established, although the Romanians have published a
purported solution for one such cycle 1*.

In previous descriptions 1 2 the sensitivity of the OTT and LEU cycles were
investigated on the premise that the cost of a SWU would inexorably increase.
Recent indications are that the opposite may occur5. Accordingly, it is of
interest to investigate the effects of a 50% decrease in the cost of a SWU on
OTT and LEU cycles.

In the accompanying Figure (1 a), fuel costs are shown for LEU and the two OTT
cycles using representative5 prices of $130 and $65 per SWU. The curves
accompanying the higher price reproduce the lower leftmost curves of Figure 5
of reference 2 where all the other costs are noted. The lower set of curves
in Figure (1 a) indicates that the fuel costs of LEU and OTT will both
decrease if the costs of a SWU does. Significantly, the curves also show
that at the higher cost per SWU the economically optimum LEU enrichment

occurs at 0.9%, whereas, the optimum shifts to -1.2% at the lower SWU cost.
The OTT cycles are competitive.

One difficulty with all advanced cycles is that large burnups are required,
which complicates the task of fuel design and reliability. In Figure(1b),
the dashed curve shows the burnup of uranium fuel in an LEU cycle as a
function of uranium enrichment. The other curves give the same information
for the uranium (left-hand scale) and thorium (right-hand scale) components of
two OTT fuel cycles. In all cases, the requisite uranium burnup is less for
OTT than for LEU which may have advantages in allowing this burnup to be
achieved, at least for the uranium fuel.

On the other hand, the thorium burnup is extreme for those OTT cycles that
minimize fuelling cost (dotted curve); if a small penalty (2-7%) is
tolerable in fuelling costs, the feed rates may be adjusted to bring the
thorium burnup down to a less extreme range (50-60 GWd/Mg) - this is an
example of the flexibility claimed earlier. With particular reference to the
lower set of curves of Figure (1 a), the OTT throwaway fuel costs are
completely competitive with the costs of 1.2% LEU over a wide range of
enrichment; the low burnup OTT cycle would produce a cost penalty of -2%
relative to the optimal LEU cycle if the uranium enrichment were chosen to be
1.5%, or a penalty of 7% if an enrichment of 1.8% were chosen, or anything in
between. More significantly, the cost curves are very flat over the range of
variables tested, so fuel cycle costs should be tolerant of changes in
components and accuracy of cost estimates. The most important design
parameter in OTT cycles is the feed rate ratio, not the enrichment; this
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ratio can be varied on almost a daily basis to optimize fuel costs, rather
than having to be set far before the optimal operating conditions can be
known.

It is worth noting that successful ThO^
burnups to 90 GWd/Mg have been

reported 6 with low fission gas release up to about 7^ GWd/Mg. An
experimental bundle in NRU has completed only 0.25 full power years of

irradiation towards its target7 of 62 GWd/Mg. It is widely believed that the
physical characteristics of thorium - higher conductivity and melting point,
lower peak temperatures and fission product release - will allow ThO

^
fuel to

achieve burnups that could not be obtained for UO
^
.

attaining the burnups required for successful OTT implementation cannot be
dismissed out of hand.

Thus, the challenge of

Finally, the solid curve in Figure (1 b) gives the resource utilization of
In all

cases, there is a -25% improvement relative to the natural uranium cycle.
both cycles in terms of burnup per Mg of natural uranium mined.

In summary, we see that OTT cycles retain their competitiveness with LEU
cycles if the cost of a SWU were to drop. As well, they offer a degree of
flexibility unmatched by LEU cycles, generate a more valuable stockpile of
U233 rather than Pu, and should be considered to be serious contenders for
the next generation of reactors.
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